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Platform-Driven Finance Architecture
Abstract
Change has always been a constant in the financial industry but the recent financial crisis triggered an unprecedented rise in that rate of change. Today, increased regulation, greater demands for transparency, and new business channels require financial institutions to constantly be in reactive mode.
Financial institution executives realize the increasing pace of change is not temporary. They understand that this
is a “new normal” that they must plan and prepare for. And they know that proactively developing a sound strategy
for dealing with constant change begins with an honest look at the institution’s ability to deal with change.
The only way to improve change capacity is to build a strong foundation based in technology that is specifically
designed to manage constant transformation.
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The Pitfalls of Tactical Change
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Figure 2: Aligned Platform Approach
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It is our belief that a strong business foundation based on technology,
specifically designed fundamentally to deal with the changes, is the
primary way to improve overall change capacity at a financial institution.

The EVOLV® Platform—A Solution Designed
for Change
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